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The Minnesota Wedical Foundation 
supports the research and educational 
missions of the l. nb•er>ity of 
Minnesota Medical Schools by 
encouraging pril'ate contributions. 

Entering our Second 50 Years 
The Minnesota Medical Foundation's 

Golden Anniversary is a time for reflection, 
celebration, and anticipation of the future. 
As we look back over 50 years of supporting 
research and education at the University of 
Minnesota Medical School, we are proud 
and grateful that we have been able to help 
thousands of medical students by providing 
financial aid and scholarships, that we have 
furthered medical research by awarding 
grants to faculty members and students, and 
that we have been an active part of the 
Minnesota Campaign and its resulting 21 
new chairs and professorships for the 
Medical School. 

We are both humbled and excited as we 
face the future. The challenges are great: 
helping medical students as they face 
staggering expenses and debt levels; 

supporting researchers as they seek to solve 
the mysteries of the diseases that touch us all; 
and educating the community to the need for 
private support of their Medical School. 

But despite the magnitude of the task, we 
look ahead with excitement and optimism. 
Contributions to MMF over the past several 
years have grown at an unprecedented rate, 
and we have every reason to believe this 
growth will continue. We are convinced of 
the importance of our mission, and we will 
do all we can in the next 50 years to ensw·e 
the good health of citizens in Minnesota and 
beyond. 

Paul G. Quie, M.D., President 
David R. Teslow, Executive Director 
Minnesota Medical Foundation 

Celebrating 100 Years of 
Achievement in Medicine 

The University of 
Minnesota Medical 
School's celebration of 
its IOOth year provides 
the impetus for 
reflection about the 
opportunities and 
challenges in medicine 

for students, physicians, and educators alike. 
As a career, medicine is more exciting and 
challenging than ever before. More exciting 
in terms of recent scientific advances with 
their concomitant possibilities for health and 
Life extension and enrichment. More 
challenging in terms of managing cost 
effectiveness, rationing health services, 
making ethical decisions, handling informed 
consent, providing health care for the 
burgeoning elderly population, and assuming 
responsibility for decisions on the clinical use 
of technologic advances. 

Surely our record over the past 100 ye sis 
something to celebrate! But only briefly, 
because the impressive tradition established 
by the University of Minnesota Medical 
School must be maintained. We recognize 
our responsibilities to the state of Minnesota 
and its citizens to continue to provide 
outstanding leadership in medical education 
and research. We are proud of what we have 
been and done, and we expect that those who 
celebrate the 200th anniversary of this 
Medical School will have every right to be as 
proud of the record and as eager to meet the 
new challenges 100 years from now as we are 
today. 

David M. Brown, M.D., Dean 
University ofMinnesota Medical School 



Faculty meetings were a gathering 
of high-powered professors. 
Maurice Visscher, head of 

physiology, and Wallace Armstrong, head of 

When Sarah and I came to the 
University of Minnesota from 
Texas in 1948, we found the whole 

environment oflearning so different here. 
We found a practice of analyzing patients as 
individuals, not determining their therapy 
by rote memory or 
by simply writing 
out an order. 

biochemistry, used to debate. Owen 
Wangensteen, of course, could be 
opinionated at times. We had Leo Rigler in 
radiology, Irvine McQuarrie in pediatrics, 

I remember I went early in 
January of 1956 to the Masonic 
Lodge in Dinkytown and accepted 

500 silver dollars from the Masons and 
Eastern Stars as the initial contribution 
toward building 
the Masonic Cancer 
Hospital. 

We looked at students as 
individuals, and it worked. We 
adopted the philosophy that if we 

accepted a student we had a responsibility to 
see the student through to the finish. 
Education is supposed to build people, not 
tear them apart. 

In 1956 (as assistant dean}, we felt there 
was a challenge to make the dean's office a 
place for students to come for advice and 
counsel, not just when they were in trouble. 
The school was so superb and they really did 
care for students, but 
the message hadn't 
been getting across. 

and John McKelvey in obstetrics/gynecology. 
They were very interested in education and 
the activities of the school. There was Arnold 
l.azarow in anatomy and Jerome Syverton in 



Medicine was so exciting here. 
We used to have 4- or 8-bed wards. 
You could have a millionaire 

rancher from Montana in one bed and a 
county patient in the next bed. We never 
knew who could afford to pay and who 
couldn't - everyone got 
the medicine that 
was necessary. 

It was a tremendous experience to 
work with Harold Diehl. He was a 
very thoughtful person who didn't 

take quick action. He listened and let time 
heal many problems. People felt comfortable 
with him. He gave integrity and stability to 
the dean's office. Under his deanship he 
fostered the development of very strong 
departments within the Medical School. 
He selected good leaders and let them lead. 
His selections included John McKelvey, 
Cecil Watson, Arnold I..azarow, Wallace 
Armstrong, 
Jerome Syverton, 
and John Anderson. 

bacteriology. They were dynamic, energetic, 
dedicated medical scientists. It made this 
whole experience so exciting. It was a 
privilege to work with them all. My wife says 

we left the climate ofTexas and Hawaii for 
the medical climate of Minnesota. 

It was always jokingly said that the troika 
ran the Medical School- Visscher, Watson, 

From the end ofWorld War ll into 
the '50s there was a great influx of 
physicians returning from the 

service in need of retraining. Dean Diehl was 
interested in this situation, and his 
leadership led to identification of the VA 
hospital as a facility which had the potential 
to meet the manpower needs of retraining. 
The Medical School had the opportunity to 
select department heads at the VA hospital 
and have a first-class medical staff there. It 
proved very successful and has been 
duplicated 
throughout 
the country. 

Dr. Neal Gault received his doctor of medic ·ne 
degreefrom the University of Minnesota in 
1951. He joined the University of Minnesota 
Medical School faculty in 1953 as an instructor 
in the Department of Medicine. He became an 
assistant professor and assistant dean in 1955, 

and Wangensteen. 
We knew that if Dr. Wangensteen had any 

patients who were well-t<Kio he wouldn't 
send a bill. Instead he'd tell them, "We have 



Bob Howard came in at a time 
of great growth. The school went 
from 105 students to about 165, 

with financial aid from the federal 
government for the increased class sizes. The 
increases were brought about by national 
recognition of the need to be more 
productive. 

Under Bob Howard's leadership, 
with the increased class sizes, we took an 
intensive look at the curriculum. One 
development was that two afternoons a 
week became open for electives. Local 
practitioners would give their time to the 
Medical School, which helped students 
bridge the gap between 
school and real 
practice. 

an associate professor in 1959 and an associate 
dean in 1965. In 1967, he was recruited by the 
University of Hawaii Medical School as an 
associate dean and professor of medicine. He 
remained there until1972 when he returned to 
Minnesota to become dean, a position he held 

research here and we'd appreciate a 
contribution from you." 

The job of the dean in selecting 
department heads is to find excellence and 

A curriculum move was to assign 
students early-on to a patient 
experience. In the freshman year 

they spent time with patients just talking
learning how to communicate, and later on 
did physical diagnosis. We moved everything 
ahead with regard to clinical contact. The 
second-year students were assigned to 
community physicians and spent time in 
their offices and on their rounds. The fourth-

for 12 years. Dr. Gault has been active in 
international medical education, serving as a 
consultant to the Agency for International 
Development and as an advisor to medical 
colleges and hospitals in Korea. Lebanon, 
Japan, Turkey, Indonesia, and South America. 

potential, and then unleash it. It is not to 
stifle creativity, drive, initiative, and 
foresightedness. In the dean's office one must 
keep the waves from capsizing the school, 

year curriculum needed to be changed to 
make it more worthwhile, so the idea of a 
comprehensive medical clinic was created. 
For six months the senior medical students 
were assigned to the clinic, and had a group 
of patients under their care. It was an effort 
to get the young students 
involved in a more 
personal relation-
ship with the patient. 

but not quiet them. 
These people are 
the energizers. 
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The 
Minnesota 
Medical 
Foundation: 
50~arsof 
Support 

hen the University of 
Minnesota Medical School 
celebrated its 50th birthday 
in 1938, a group of its alumni 

and faculty gave it a very unusual birthday 
present- the Minnesota Medical 
Foundation (MMF). 

MMF was established to encourage 
private support for the Medical School, 
because these founders knew that state 
support alone could not build a strong 
school. Foundations at educational 
institutions were relatively new, so there was 
little to guide the planners. However, the 
group members knew what they needed, and 
their vision has proved to be a vital source of 
support for the research and educational 
programs at the Medical School. In 1988, the 
Minnesota Medical Foundation raised $19112 
million in private contributions to fund 
medical education and research at the 
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University of Minnesota Medical School. As 
the Medical School enters its lOOth year and 
MMF enters its 50th year, their partnership 
grows even stronger and their futures appear 
unlimited. 

In the Beginning 
The Minnesota Medical Foundation was 

incorporated in November of 1939 as a non
profit, tax-exempt organization, dedicated 
exclusively to the advancement of the 
Medical School. The Foundation was 
separately incorporated from the University 
to give it greater flexibility in receiving and 
administering gifts. Because many of MMFs 
founders were members of the Medical 

After World War II, MMF contributed $1,000 
as a start-up fond for construction of Mayo 
Memorial Hospital. 

Alumni Association, the two organizations 
were to work closely together in regaining the 
support of alumni whose interests had 
waned during the depression years. 

Dr. Erling S. Platou, a Minneapolis 
pediatrician and clinical faculty member, 
was elected MMFs first president. The other 
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original officers were Dr. Maurice B. 
Visscher, vice president; Dr. Jennings C. 
Litzenberg, treasurer, and Dr. Robert L. 
Wilder, secretary. All were also members of 
the Alumni Association. 

World War II, unfortunately, robbed MMF 
of its early momentum. Many of its leaders, 
as well as Alumni Association members and 
Medical School faculty, were called to 
military service. Only a few gifts were 
received in the MMF office where one part
time worker kept track of all business and 
correspondence. 

At the end of 1940, MMF had 415 
members and was administering a few 
special-purpose funds for the Medical School 
faculty. One of the first funds of this type was 
a research grant from Munsingwear which 
enabled the Department of Physiology to 
investigate the insulating properties of 
fabrics designed for military use in arctic and 
tropic combat zones. 

MMFs first faculty research grants 
totalling $800 were also issued in 1940; tht: 
first endowment was established, and the ftrst 
issue of the Medical Bulletin published. 

At the end of World War II, MMF made 
two significant contributions- one to the 
Medical School, and the other to the Alumni 
Association. To the Medical School, MMF 
contributed $1,000 as a start-up fund for the 
building of Mayo Memorial Hospital. 
Although construction would not be 
completed for nearly 10 years, MMFs early 
backing encouraged additional support for 
this building. 

The Alumni Association had become 
nearly non-existent during the war, with itH 
membership scattered. After the war, MMF 
issued a series of small grants for updating 
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alumni lists, membership files, and various 
mailings. With this help, the Association was 
once again active by the late 1940s. 

Dr. Platou served as MMFs president 
untill949. He was succeeded by Dr. Owen 
H. Wangensteen, professor and head of the 
Department of Surgery. Dr. Wangensteen 
was a skilled fundraiser and led MMF into a 
needed period of growth by encouraging 
patients, citizens, and alumni to support the 
Medical School. 

In 1949, Dr. Wangensteen conferred the 
first MMF scholarships to medical students. 
Five students received these $500 awards for 
scholastic achievement and need. 

For the first 10 years of its life, MMF was 
managed exclusively by physicians. In 1950, 
Dr. Wangensteen recruited MMFs first lay 
board members- Donald J. Cowling, a 
retired president of Carleton College, and 
Gerald T. Mullin, a state senator from 
Minneapolis. These were the first in a long 
line of non-physicians interested in MMFs 
mission to support medical research and 
education. 

By 1950, MMF had 851 members, $42,440 
in assets, and disbursed $81,000 to the 
Medical School for its programs. During 
much of the 1950s and '60s, MMFs most 
significant contribution was its scholarship 
program which was assisting more than 12 
percent of the medical student body. 

Entering a New Era 
The Lazarow Report was a comprehensive 

report on Medical School needs which 
signified a new era for MME Prepared by a 
committee headed by Dr. Arnold l..azarow, 
head of the Department of Anatomy, the 
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A bequest to MMF was used to purchase Stone Laboratories, a cancer and heart disease research 
facility, in 1970. Pictured/rom left are University President Malcolm Moos, MMF President Malvin 
Herz, and Vice President/or Health Sciences Lyle French. 

report appeared in 1958 and defined the 
areas where the Minnesota Medical 
Foundation should concentrate its efforts. 

The report recommended the hiring of a 
full-time director. In 1959, Eivind Hoff was 
named executive secretary, becoming the 
Foundation's first full-time employee. Under 
his direction, MMF moved into the 
fundraising, student services, and alumni 
relations work suggested by the l..azarow 
Report. 

Some of the major gifts in those years 
included a $200,000 bequest from a North 
Dakota farmer and a $4,000,000 bequest 
from the estate of Royal and Olive Stone of 
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St. Paul. Both bequests were turned into 
research endowments which today still fund 
part ofMMFs research grants program. A 
portion of the second bequest was used to 
purchase Stone Laboratories, a cancer and 
heart disease research facility used by 
Medical School faculty for many years. 

These early gifts were the start of great 
things to come. MMF began to receive more 
and more major gift commitments and 
expanded its services to the Medical School. 
These services included student 
scholarships, grants and loans, faculty 
research grants, lectureships, symposia, and 
awards and honors. MMF also continued to 
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Dr. Wangensteen greets recipients of MMF awards back in the early 1950s. 

publish the Medical Bulletin and began 
sponsoring student activities, parent 
programs, and a host of alumni events. In 
1973, MMF expanded these services to 
include the newly opened University of 
Minnesota, Duluth, School of Medicine. 

One important service MMF has always 
provided for the Medical School is the 
management of special purpose funds. These 
are funds which have been designated by 
donors for specific research projects. MMF 
relieves the Medical School or individual 
faculty member of the cumbersome task of 
administering these funds. Currently, MMF 
manages more than 600 special purpose 
funds. 

1982-1984 
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Today and Tomorrow 
Hoff remained with the Minnesota 

Medical Foundation for 29 years, resigning 
in 1985. He was succeeded by David Teslow, 
current executive director. Under Teslow, 
MMF has grown even more, with each year 
registering record-breaking fundraising 
accomplishments. 

1988 saw the conclusion ofMMFs 
participation in the Minnesota Campaign, 
the University's 3-year campaign to raise 
$300 million. MMF was extremely 
successful in this endeavor, raising more than 
$56 million for the Medical School. This 
included endowment funds for 21 new chairs 
and professorships. 

It was also a significant year in the 
relationship ofMMF and the Minnesota 

1984-1986 
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Alumni Association. Since its beginning in 
1939, the Foundation and Alumni 
Association have been intricately entwined, 
sharing many of the same leaders and 
membership. In 1988, the relationship wa~ ; 

formalized and MMF assumed staffing 
responsibilities for the Medical Alumni 
Society, promising new and expanded 
services for Medical School alumni. 

This year the Medical School enters its 
second century with an impressive record of 
world-renowned accomplishments and with 
the potential for even greater success. As 
MMF concludes its first 50 years, it looks to 
the next half-century with renewed energy. It 
stands ready to meet the challenges of 
bringing the Medical School to even greatt!r 
heights in the future. 

1986-1988 





1888-1910: As the Century Turns 

The time is 1888; the place, a young 
America. Grover Cleveland is in the 
White House; the Industrial Revolution 
already is taking hold in the modern 
world, and soon people will be fasci
nated with a newfangled gizmo-the 
automobile. Over the next few years ra
dio will be invented, as will electric 
stoves and that most useful of items, the 
zipper. In Minnesota, people are cele
brating 30 years of statehood. And at the 
University, the Medical School is laying 
the foundation for what will become a 
world-renowned institution. 
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Above: Clinical faculty and medical students in front of the College 
of Medicine and Surgery Dispensary, established in 1908 at Seven 
Corners in Minneapolis. -o- Right: Medical Hall, the University's 
first medical building. -o- Far left: Thomas Lee, one of the Medical 
School's first researchers. oOo Left: Perry Millard, the first dean of 
the Medical School. 



1888 From humble beginnings mighty institutions grow. The College of Medi
cine and Surgery (later called the Medical School) is established by the 
University of Minnesota Board of Regents. Perry H. Millard is appointed 
dean, and the first classes begin in the former Minnesota Hospital Col
lege building at Sixth Street and Ninth Avenue South, Minneapolis. 

1891 The first class of doctors graduates from the University. 1\vo of the 23 are 
women. 

1892 The campus's first medical building opens, thanks to $80,000 from the 
Minnesota Legislature and a $65,000 personal loan from Dean Millard. 
Called Medical Hall, it is renamed for the dean upon his death in 1906. 
Following a fire in 1909, a new Millard Hall is constructed in its current 
location south of Washington Avenue. 

Before there was an athletic department, there were Minnesota go
phers-the furry kind. They become the first animal research subjects at 
the niversity when medical student Louis B. Wilson, encouraged by Pro
fessor Thomas G. Lee, studies their kidney embryology 

1894 Graduation requirements increase from three six-month terms to four 
eight-month terms; graduates also must work with licensed doctors for a 
year before being licensed to practice alone. 

1896 Minnesota is rife with rabies, typhoid fever, and diphtheria, according to 
studies for the State Board of Health by faculty members Frank Wesbrook 
and Louis B. Wilson. 

1900 George Head, in the Department of Medicine, brings turn-of-the-century 
high-tech to Minnesota by introducing the latest microscopic methods for 
diagnosing abnormalities in the blood, urine, and sputum. 

Admission requirements tighten up. A high school education no longer 
suffices; Medical School students now must have at least two years of col
lege. This drastic change reduces the entering class size from 136 to 40, 
precipitating a first-ever event: The school advertises for students. 

1907 Recognizing rabies as a serious problem, the Legislature funds a new 
building, the Institute of Public Health and Pathology, where doctors can 
test for and treat the disease. This building provides for housing and close 
cooperation between the Medical School and the State Board of Health. 

1908 The Medical School faculty is reorganized into 12 departments-six basic 
science and six clinical science. 

The University of Minnesota College of Medicine and Surgery becomes 
the state's only medical school when the Hamline University Department 
of Medicine merges with it. 

The Medical School gets national kudos. Abraham Fle.mer of the Carne
gie Foundation, reporting on his investigation of all 165 US. medical 
schools, says: "Minnesota is perhaps the first state in the Union that may 
fairly be considered to have solved the most perplexing problems con
nected with medical education and practice .... Henceforth, the success 
of the school \vill depend largely on the generosity of the state in devel
oping the clinical teaching, and on the character of the hospital and 
dispensary which it organized with that in vievl'' 



1911-1918: First Things First 

The world is engaged in "the war to end 
all wars." While this momentous first is 
occurring, the Medical School is estab
lishing some firsts of its own. 

Center.· Members of the original faculty of the Medical 
School. ~ Bottom right: Pediatrics professor Julius Sedgwick, a 
pioneer in infant nutrition and digestive disorders. ~ Bottom left: 
Elliot Hospital, University of Minnesota, one of the country's first 
teaching hospitals owned by a medical school. 

11111111 



1911 Elliot Hospital, one of the first teaching hospitals owned and operated by 
a university medical school, opens on the University campus at Essex and 
Church Streets. Built in part with $113,000 from the estate of Dr. and 
Mrs. A F. Elliot, the four-story facility has 120 beds-60 assigned to pa
tients of faculty from the Department of Medicine, 40 for the Department 
of Surgery, and 20 for the Department of Obstetrics. Dr. Elliot was a pi
oneering physician in Minneapolis who later moved to California but 
retained a strong interest in the University of Minnesota. 

The University's Medical School is the nation's first to require graduating 
students to spend a year in a standardized hospital internship in order to 
receive their M.D. degrees. 

1912 A newly completed Institute of Anatomy building is lauded as the finest 
anatomical laboratory in the world by visiting professor Charles S. Minot 
of Harvard University. The building is renamed Jackson Hall in 1954, in 
honor of Clarence jackson, who serves as head of the Department of 
Anatomy from 1912 to1941, when he is incapacitated by Parkinson's dis
ease. 

1913 The name of the College of Medicine and Surgery is changed to the Uni
versity of Minnesota Medical School. 

There's bad blood at the University, and it has nothing to do with hemo
globin. The cause is University President George Edgar Vincent, who 
reorganizes the Medical School by reducing the number of clinical faculty 
and requiring all clinical-department heads to devote full time to teach
ing and patient care. Vmcent slashes the size of the faculty from 184 to 
70, and he replaces several department heads with physicians recruited 
from other universities. This leads to considerable ill feelings between the 
Medical School and doctors in the 1\vin Cities. 

1915 The 1\vin Cities' first electrocardiograph is installed at the Medical School 
by S. Marx White, who later is named head of the Department of Medi
cine. 

Julius Sedgwick, head of the new Department of Pediatrics and an aggres
sive promoter of breast feeding, teaches medical students the palatability 
of human milk by passing a fresh beaker-full for them to taste during a 
lecture. 

1918 An influenza epidemic strikes the 1Win Cities and the campus, severely 
straining the newly established Student Health Service. Dr. john Sundwall 
later reports: "During the first year of the Health Service we had cared 
for 2,000 cases of influenza-1,200 among the Student Army Training 
Corps boys and 800 among the civilian students. 1\venty had died from it 
or from the unusually vicious type of pneumonia frequently connected 
with it." The Student Health Service later becomes a model for other uni
versities under the direction of Harold Diehl, dean of the Medical School 
from 1936 to 1958. 

The Medical School goes to war: Base Hospital No. 26, staffed mostly by 
University medical faculty, medical students, and nurses, is set up in Al
lerey, France. 
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1919-1939: The Best of Times, The Worst of Times 

World War I has ended, and the country 
lets loose in the Twenties with a little 
fun: The Charleston is all the rage, and 
those outrageous flappers are setting 
tongues flapping. By the end of the dec
ade, however, the stock market crash of 
1929 plunges the nation into the Great 
Depression. Desp ite the bad times, the 
University of Minnesota Medical School 
makes strides in establishing a lasting 
presence in the state and nation. 

Top left: Elias Potter Lyon, who, during his 23 years as dean, brings 
national acclaim to the Medical School. -o- Top center Pediatrics 
department head Irvine McQuarrie, acclaimed professor, clinician, 
and researcher of childhood diseases. -o- Top right: Professor of 
infectious diseases Wesley Spink, internationally known expert on 
brucellosis. -o- Right. A clinical team focusing on the health of a 
timid young patient. 



1920 Elexios Thompson Bell is appointed head of the Department of Pathol
ogy For the next 19 years he leads weekly Clinical Pathological 
Conferences, which build a tradition of excellence in relating laboratory 
observations to clinical examinations, leading to better treatments for 
many diseases. 

1926 Leo Rigler develops the division of radiology with the help of Karl Sten
strom, an expert in radiological treatment of cancer. They are pioneers in 
the practice and teaching of both diagnostic and therapeutic radiology. 
Rigler later writes: "Indeed, we succeeded remarkably well in this enter
prise, for out of this small department eventually came more chiefs of 
departments of radiology in the United States than from any similar insti
tution." 

1930 Irvine McQuarrie is appointed head of the Department of Pediatrics, and 
for the next 25 years he develops intensive research and clinical pro
grams in such areas as childhood nutrition, metabolism, psychiatry, and 
speech therapy. A shrewd observer of both clinical situations and basic re
search, he coins the term "experiment of nature" to describe underlying 
medical defects that provide scientific insight to normal and abnormal 
functioning. 

1931 Harold Diehl begins chest x-ray screening of all students who test positive 
for tuberculosis. He later asks Elisabeth Phillips, a nurse, to develop pro
cedures to prevent hospital staff and nursing and medical students from 
contracting tuberculosis from patients. Pioneering procedures set up by 
Phillips end this problem and are adopted by hospitals nationwide. 

1936 After 23 years as dean, Elias Potter Lyon retires with the distinction of 
having been a medical school dean longer than anyone else in the United 
States. Despite the fallout from the School's controversial reorganization 
in 1913, Lyon managed to build strong faculty loyalty and endear himself 
to many students. He and his wife always had at least two medical stu
dents living with them in exchange for help with odd jobs. One tenant 
was Harold G. Scheie, who went on to found the world-famous Scheie 
Eye Institute in Philadelphia. 

1937 Mortality rates from staphylococcal infections dive from 80 percent to 20 
percent when Wesley Spink, professor of infectious diseases, brings the 
first sulfa antibiotics and penicillin to Minnesota. During his years at the 
University, Spink also becomes an expert on brucellosis, a deadly disease 
passed to humans in unpasteurized milk. He urges legislators to establish 
a law requiring pasteurization of all milk sold in Minnesota, and he helps 
eradicate brucellosis internationally. Spink is later named a regents' pro
fessor, the University's highest faculty recognition award. He died in May 
1988. 

1939 The Minnesota Medical Foundation (MMF) is founded by alumni and fac
ulty who realize that state support alone cannot build a strong Medical 
School. MMF's sole purpose is to raise and disburse private funds to help 
support the Medical School's education and research. 

The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory is developed by J. 
Charnley McKinley and Starke Hathaway in the Division of Neuropsychia
try of the Department of Medicine. It becomes the most widely used 
psychological test in the US. and is translated into many other languages. 

The four-volume Handbook of Hematology, edited by Hal Downey, pro
fessor of anatomy, is published. Downey is regarded as the father of 
hematology for his classic studies of the different types of blood cells, 
and because his students went on to lead the science throughout the 
world. He is best known for his studies on infectious mononucleosis. 



1940-1949: More War 

On Dec. 7, 1941, the japanese bomb Pearl 
Harbor, and the United States enters 
World War II. The Medical School's re· 
sponse is extensive. 

Above right: Medical School faculty members conduct polio 
researcL ~ Bottom left: Harold Diehl, fifth dean of the Medical 
School and organizer of Medical School volunteers for World War II 
hospital unit ~ Bottom center.· Cecil Watson, Medical School 
profess vhose studies lead to an increased understanding of 
digestive disorders. ~ Bottom right: Surgery head Owen 
Wangensteen, nationally acclaimed for inventions which drastically 
reduce post-surgical deaths. 
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1940 The Minnesota Medical Foundation issues its first research grants, total
ing $800, to four faculty members. Among the special-purpose research 
funds administered by MMF is one from Munsingwear that enables the 
Department of Physiology to study the insulating properties of fabrics de
signed for allied troops fighting in arctic and tropic combat zones during 
World War II. 

1941 The Minnesota Maternal Mortality Study begins, in which faculty and 
staff of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology study the cause 
and preventability of each maternal death in the state. This study plays a 
major role in reducing Minnesota's maternal mortality rate from five per 
1,000 live births per year to 0.4 per 1,000 births in the late 1960s. 

-
1942 Dean Diehl organizes Medical School volunteers to staff U.S. General Hos-

pital No. 26, which treats battlefield casualties in Constantine, North 
Africa; the unit finishes the war in Bari, Italy, examining and caring for 
liberated prisoners. It is later awarded the Meritorious Unit Service 
Plaque. 

Soldiers get their first taste of K rations, which Ancel Keys, director of 
the University's Laboratory of Physiological Hygiene, has developed for 
the Army. Throughout WWII Keys does nutrition studies to guide relief ef
forts in postwar Europe. 

Cecil Watson becomes head of the Department of Medicine, which he 
leads until retiring in 1969. He is nan1ed a regents' professor of medicine 
in 1968, honoring his ability to combine medical care, education, and re
search. His studies of how the body forms pigments called porphyrins 
lead to better understanding of digestive disorders. 

1945 Soldiers recovering from abdominal surgery have a greater chance of sur
vival than in the past, thanks to Owen H. Wangensteen, head of the 
Department of Surgery. Wangensteen's development of new surgical pro
cedures and recovery care reduces the death rate for such operations by 
80 percent. One invention-a simple, inexpensive suction device to pre
vent postoperative intestinal blockage-is widely used throughout the 
world. 

1946 A teaching and research affiliation between the Medical School and the 
Veterans Administration Hospital in Minneapolis becomes a model for 
other VA institutions. 

1949 The Minnesota Medical Foundation confers its first medical student schol
arships; five students receive $500 awards based on scholastic 
achievement and need. 

The science of chronobiology is born at the University of Minnesota 
when Franz Halberg begins research on biological rhythms and their rela
tion to health and disease. He continues to study daily and weekly 
rhythmic changes in body temperature, blood pressure, and hormones, 
and in recent years his methods and findings have been applied to im
prove diagnosis and treatment of cancer and high blood pressure. 
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1950-1959: Matters of the Heart 

The war is over, the baby boom genera
tion is sprouting up, and hula hoops 
and Howdy Doody are the light-hearted 
order of the day. At the Medical School, 
however, nothing about the heart is 
taken lightly. 

• 

• 



Left: Transfer of a polio patient in an iron lung. -o- Below: The era 
of open-heart surgery begins in 1952 at the University. -o- Below 
left: Medical School physician Richard DeWall, developer of the 
bubble oxygenator used during heart surgery. -o- Above: Lewis 
Wannamaker, promoter of penicillin treatment for rheumatic fever. 

1950 Wallace Cole, head of the Division of Orthopaedic Surgery, is instrumen
tal in bringing Sister Kenny, an Australian nurse (not a nun, Australians 
refer to a nurse as "Sister"), to Minneapolis, where she applies her physi
cal therapy treatment for polio victims. 

The American Legion Memorial Heart Research Professorship of Pediat
rics and Medicine is funded by a $500,000 endowment from the 
Minnesota American Legion and its auxiliary. Lewis Thomas is the first 
person to occupy this professorship. He later becomes an internationally 
renowned medical educator, philosopher of biomedical sciences, and best
selling popular author. 

1951 The Variety Club Heart Hospital is built, primarily for treatment of pa
tients with rheumatic fever. Additional clinic and research areas are added 
in 1957 and 1966, bringing contributions to the facility from the Variety 
Club of the orthwest to more than $2 million. 

1952 The world's first successful open-heart surgery is performed on five-year
old Jackie Johnson Sept. 2 by surgeons E John Lewis and C. Walton Lille
hei. Jackie is now Jacquelin Weeks and is a healthy mother of two who 
lives in Florida. 

Lewis Wannamaker promotes penicillin treatment of streptococcal 
infections such as "strep throat" to prevent rheumatic fever. This treat
ment is accepted internationally and saves hundreds of thousands of 
lives. A professor of pediatrics and microbiology, Wannamaker leads the 
Medical School's pediatric infectious disease work until his death in 1983. 

1954 A new main hospital complex, the Mayo Memorial Building, is finally 
completed after first being suggested by Governor Harold Stassen in 
1939. The project was delayed by World War II, fundraising difficulties, 
and 21 labor strikes. Because of cost increases associated with the Korean 
War, it had to be scaled back from 22 floors to 14. 

1955 The first successful heart-lung machine is developed by Richard DeWall, a 
physician-scientist in the Department of Surgery. The device makes it pos
sible to do longer, more complicated heart surgeries than previous 
methods permitted. 

A. B. Baker edits the three-volume text, Clinical Neurology, which he ex
pands to four volumes in 1962. He goes on to be named a regents' 
professor of neurology in 1973, honoring his 30 years as a pioneer in de
veloping neurology education programs and clinical services, and his 
studies of disorders of the nervous system. 

1958 C. Walton Lillehei, professor of surgery, performs the world's first suc
cessful replacement of a heart valve with an artificial valve. 

The world's first wearable pacemaker is developed by C. Walton Lillehei 
and Earl Bakken, an engineering graduate of the University. Bakken goes 
on to found Medtronic, Inc., where implantable pacemakers are later de
veloped. 



1960-1969: The Sky~ the Limit 

It is a decade of sit-ins and civil rights 
marches. Though marked by the sorrow 
of President john Kennedy's assassina
tion, it also is a time of great social and 
scientific progress: Medicare is estab
lished, the U.S. Supreme Court gets its 
first black member, and technology 
amazes us all as Lt. Col. john H. Glennjr. 
becomes the first American in orbit, cir
cling the Earth three times in Friendship 
7. At the Medical School, technology 
makes its mark in the field of trans
plants. 

Top left: Dennis Watson, head of microbiology, whose research 
contributes significantly to understanding the body's ability to resist 
infection. ~ Top center Medical School professor Robert Good, 
noted researcher into the mysteries of the human immune 
system. ~ Top right: Pediatrics professor Paul Quie, who in 1967 
discovers a clue as to how white cells kill bacteria. ~ Right: 
Minnesota Lions Eye Bank, Department of Ophthalmology, enables 
thousands of people to have their eyesight restored. 



1960 The Minnesota Lions Eye Bank is established in the Department of 
Ophthalmology. It enables thousands of people to have their eyesight re
stored with donated corneas. 

1961 Robert Good, regents' professor of pediatrics and microbiology, contrib
utes to the discovery that the thymus produces white cells to fight 
bacteria. This leads to the discovery of different types of immune-system 
cells that perform different functions. 

1963 Pioneering kidney transplants are performed by Richard Varco, regents' 
professor of surgery. More than 2,000 such surgeries have been per
formed at the University since, most under the direction of John 
Najarian, regents' professor and head of the Department of Surgery. 

1964 Dennis Watson becomes head of the Department of Microbiology, which 
he leads until his retirement in 1984. He advances understanding of the 
human immune response to bacterial toxins and of the body's ability to 
resist infection. He is named a regents' professor of microbiology in 1980. 

1967 The world's first successful pancreas transplant is performed by surgeons 
Richard Lillehei and William Kelly. Early problems with organ dysfunction 
and rejection are dramatically decreased in the 1980s, thanks to new sur
gical techniques introduced by David Sutherland, professor of surgery. 
The University of Minnesota now has the largest number of successful 
pancreas transplant recipients in the world. 

The world's first human heart transplant is performed in South Africa by 
Christiaan Barnard, who in 1958 received a Ph.D. in surgery from the 
University of Minnesota while working with Owen Wangensteen, regents' 
professor and then head of the Department of Surgery. 

Maurice Visscher is named regents' professor of physiology, recognizing 
his 42 years of research on the cardiovascular system and his role in 
making physiology a basis for medical education and research at the Uni
versity. As president of the National Society for Medical Research he 
explains to the public and to legislators why animals are so crucial to bio
logical and medical research. He served in leadership positions in many 
national and international medical organizations until his death in 1970. 

Paul Quie, professor of pediatrics, discovers a clue as to how white cells 
kill bacteria, leading to advances in understanding the immune system. 

1968 The National Cancer Institute designates the University of Minnesota's 
Masonic Memorial Hospital and Veteran of Foreign Wars Cancer Research 
Building as a Special Cancer Center. The Masonic Hospital was built in 
1958 with more than $2 million raised by the Masons of Minnesota, and 
the VFW building was added as a research wing in 1959, with more than 
$1 million from the Minnesota VfW 

The United States' first heart transplant is performed at Stanford Univer
sity by Norman Shumway, who received his Ph.D. from and was a surgical 
resident at the University of Minnesota. 

The world's first two bone marrow transplants are performed. The team 
at the University of Minnesota is led by Robert Good and Richard Hong; a 
University of Wisconsin team is led by Fritz Bach, who in 1979 becomes 
director of the U of M Medical School's Immunobiology Research Center. 
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1970-1988: Shaping the Future 

In the 1970s, a decade riddled with politi
cal scandal, Watergate dominates the 
news. It also is a time of controversy as 
the Supreme Court legalizes abortion. 
And in Minnesota, people mourn the 
death of their beloved "Happy Warrior, " 
Hubert Humphrey. The 1980s see the re
lease of 63 U.S. hostages in Iran, the 
defeat of the Equal Rights Amendment, 
and the tragic explosion of the space 
shuttle Challenger. At the University, new 
programs and progress help position the 
Medical School for continued success in 
its second century. 

Top: Magnetic resonance imaging, which enables physicians to 
record detailed images of a patient from any view. ~ Center right: 
Lyle French, first vice president for health sciences. ~ Center left: 
Wallace Armstrong, head of biochemistry, recognized for his 
research on the role of fluoride in preventing tooth decay. ~ 
Bottom: Cochlear implant device, which restores partial hearing, is 
first used at the University in 1982. 



1970 Lyle French, head of the Department of Neurosurgery, is named the 
first vice president for health sciences. He later leads a planning 
committee that develops the concept for the Health Sciences Center, 
a group of buildings providing badly needed space for the Medical 
School outpatient clinics and research laboratories, the School of 
Dentistry, the College of Pharmacy, and the School of Nursing. 

1971 The Department of Family Practice and Community Health, estab
lished in 1969, responds to a lack of family doctors in greater 
Minnesota by beginning the Rural Physician Associate Program. By 
1985, all87 Minnesota counties have the acceptable minimum ratio 
of one general practice doctor for each 2,500 people for the first 
time in the state's history. 

1972 The University of Minnesota opens the School of Medicine at Duluth, 
primarily to prepare doctors for careers in fanlily practice medicine, 
but also to conduct biomedical research. Students spend two years in 
the Duluth program and then complete their medical degree on the 
Minneapolis campus. 

The field of cancer diagnosis and treatment, known as oncology, is 
granted subspecialty status by the American Board of Internal Medi
cine, largely due to the efforts of B.J. Kennedy, a pioneer in the 
field. Kennedy, Masonic professor of oncology and head of the on
cology section in the Department of Medicine, is named a regents' 
professor in 1988. 

1974 Wallace D. Armstrong, head of the Department of Biochemistry, is 
named a regents' professor, recognizing his extensive studies of the 
role of fluoride in preventing tooth decay. He carries the informal ti
tle of "Dr. Fluoridation" for promoting fluoridation of public water 
in the nited States and in many other nations. He died in 1984. 

1975 Henry Buchwald, professor of surgery and biomedical engineering, 
develops and inserts in a patient the world's first implantable pump 
for the internal delivery of heparin, a drug that prevents blood clots. 
He later develops and implants the first pump for the delivery of in
sulin, freeing a person with diabetes from the need for daily insulin 
shots. 

1978 The first University of Minnesota heart transplant is performed by a 
team led by cardiologist Jay Cohn and surgeon Demetre icoloff. 
More than 150 heart transplants are later performed at the Univer
sity, \vith an overall success rate of 90 percent. 

1979 A new 15-story facility for outpatient clinics and medical laborato
ries is named the Phillips-Wangensteen Building, in honor of 
benefactor Jay Phillips and former head of surgery Owen Wangen
steen. 

1982 Minnesota's first bionic ear, or cochlear in1plant, restores some hear
ing to a totally deaf man. The Department of Otolaryngology goes 
on to implant improved devices in 15 other patients as of July 1988. 

1983 Urologic surgeons Elwin Fraley, Paul Lange, and Pratap Reddy refine 
surgery techniques for treatment of some men with bladder cancer, 
eliminating the external collection bag and enabling patients to uri
nate normally despite complete bladder removal. 

1984 James G. White is named regents' professor of pediatrics and labora
tory medicine and pathology, honoring his research on the function 
of blood platelets and their role in abnormalities that lead to blood
clotting diseases. He later is selected as associate dean for Medical 
School research. 

1985 A combined M.D./Ph.D. Training Program is formally instituted to 
assist students in becoming physician-scientists, a tradition at the 
Medical Scl1ool since 1925. 

The World Health Organization designates laboratories in the De
partment of Pediatrics as one of two collaborating streptococcus 
laboratories in the world, directed by Professor Edward Kaplan. 

1986 Alfred F. Michael is named regents' professor of pediatric nephrol
ogy, recognizing his contributions to research and treatment of 
kidney disorders in children. He later is named head of the Depart
ment of Pediatrics. 

Minnesota's first heart-lung transplant is performed by a team led by 
Stuart Jamieson, professor of surgery and codirector of the Univer
sity of Minnesota Heart and Lung Institute. Seven patients receive 
heart-lung transplants at University Hospital (as of July 1988) and 
all are alive. Jamieson goes on to perform the Midwest's first double
lung transplant in 1988. 

New University Hospital and Variety Club Children's Hospital open, 
replacing most inpatient facilities in the Mayo Memorial Building. 
Unique design of eight-story building gives 80 percent of patients a 
view of the Mississippi River. The cost of $125 million is funded by 
bonds and an $8 million pledge from Variety Club of the orthwest. 

1987 The Midwest's only AIDS Clinical Trials Unit (ACTU) is established at 
the University of Minnesota by the National Institutes of Health. Un
der the direction of Henry Balfour Jr. , the ACTU participates in 
several national trials of anti-AIDS treatments and conducts other 
research on the disease. 

1988 A vaccine for Lyme disease, which is spread to humans by deer ticks, 
is developed and patented by Russell Johnson, professor in the De
partment of Microbiology. 

Paula Oayton, head of the Department of Psychiatry since 1980 and 
a nationally known expert on depression, becomes the first woman 
to be selected as head of the chiefs of clinical services at The Univer
sity of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic. 

On its 50th anniversary, the Minnesota Medical Foundation (MMF) 
concludes its three-year participation in the Minnesota Campaign, 
which raised $364 million for the University of Minnesota. As its 
part of the can1paign, MMF helps raise more than $56 million for 
the Medical School, including pledges to create 21 new endowed fac
ulty positions. Medical School faculty members donate $6.3 million 
of that total to the Second Century Fund, established by MMF to en
sure the strength of the School's mission for the next century of 
excellence. 
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The Medical School's deans predid 
an exciting, challenging future for 
the world of medicine. 

Associate Dean, Administration 

I n recent years, various vicissitudes in the 
economic and social environments, some 

predictable and others unforeseen, have 
profoundly influenced professional medicine 
and the role and status of the physician. 
Undoubtedly those factors will continue to 
exert their forces on medicine during the 
next decade. Nevertheless, we can 
confidently affirm that, in the future as in the 
past, vast opportunities and stimulating 
challenges will await medical students and 
young physicians. The personal and 
professional adventures of a life dedicated to 
medicine will continue to constitute an 
alluring attraction for prospective medical 
students and rising physicians in every 
generation. 

The world of medicine beckons to the best, 
the brightest, and the socially concerned of 
each successive cadre of youth. Their vistas 
are unlimited as they quest for a career 
fulfilling their sense of intellectual inquiry 
into the what, the why, and the how of 
human biological phenomena, one that will 
satisfy their yearning to make their lives 
count in defense of health and in offense 
against human disease and suffering. In any 
era, the arresting motto of Alpha Omega 
Alpha, "worthy to serve the suffering," 
should characterize most physicians in their 
professional activities, irrespective of 
specialty or particular biomedical activity. 

Medical educators and medical students 
in the year 2000 will respond to new and 
different influences on their roles in 
academic medicine through adherence to 
essentially the same professional and ethical 
precepts as those which guided the founders 
and our predecessors in the first century of 
the illustrious life of the University of 
Minnesota Medical School. However 
numerically large or small the applicant pool, 
whatever fluctuations over time may occur in 
the size of the entering class, whether one is 
accepted early through an advanced 



'' EACH NEW MEDICAL STUDENT WILL BE SELECTED FOR ADMISSION BECAUSE SHE 

OR HE HAS DEMONSTRATED AN APTITUDE FOR UNDERSTANDING BIOLOGICAL 

SCIENCE AND HAS MANIFESTED A PERSONAL CONCERN FOR ENHANCING THE 

QUALITY OF LIFE OF FELLOW INHABITANTS OF THE PLANET EARTH .' ' 

admissions program or later after several 
post-baccalaureate years of varied 
experiences in employment, throughout 
successive eras each new medical student 
will be selected for admission because she or 
he has demonstrated an aptitude for 
understanding biological science and has 
manifested a personal concern for enhancing 
the quality of life offellow inhabitants of the 
planet Earth. 

Nobel Laureate Joshua Lederberg recently 
warned us that "most people today are 
grossly over-optimistic with respect to the 
means we have available to forfend global 
epidemics . .. " Ergo, as we approach the 21st 
century, the need will be greater than ever for 
new, life-giving discoveries in biomedical 
science, for research by perceptive, dedicated 
medical scientists, and for personalized 
health care by talented, compassionate, and 
wise physicians. 

One way the Medical School is attempting 
to meet societal needs of tomorrow is 
through the recent rejuvenation of the M.D./ 
Ph.D. program, a training ground which 
combines exciting research experiences in 
the laboratory and the mentor-with-student 
approach to the learning of fundamentals of 
exemplary patient care. Students and faculty 
involved in that unique program respond to 
the challenge flung out by physician
philosopher Lewis Thomas, who observed, 
"Very few see science as the high adventure it 
really is, the wildest of all explorations ever 
undertaken by human beings, the chance to 
catch close views of things never seen before, 
the shrewdest maneuver for discovering how 
the world works." 

As increasingly detailed, specific, and 
complex information on the varied 
mechanisms of human health and disease 
continues to snowball, the four years of 
medical school will be viewed to be only a 
cursory introduction to human biological 
science and clinical medicine. Under those 

prevailing circumstances, increasing 
specialization of medical sciences and 
lengthy post-M.D. training under 
supervision cannot easily and safely be 
reduced. In the future, the time required for 
the production of a complete, well-rounded, 
yet specialized physician can only extend 
even further the current lengthy period of 
formal professional education. Eventually, as 
Johns Hopkins academician Barry Wood, 
M.D., suggested several decades ago, a 
medical doctor may emerge at last from the 
institutional halls, fully trained and equipped 
to practice with competence a medical or 
surgical superspecialty, only to find himself 
or herself, alas, on the verge of chronological 
retirement. It follows that, in the coming 
decades, the duration of residency and post
residency fellowship training will need to be 
capped and the methods and incentives for 
effective continuing medical education will 
need to be enhanced. 

We confidently predict that the faculty of 
the University of Minnesota Medical School, 
both in the near term and in the long-range 
future, will do expertly that which it has done 
exceedingly well collectively in the past
advance new ideas; probe new lines of 
scientific evidence; consider new diagnostic 
methods; devise more efficacious therapies 
for better patient care, whether medical, 
pharmacological, or surgical; perhaps, even, 
develop more stimulating ways of engaging 
students, beginning or advanced, at the two 
ends of the educational log. 

"Medicine, the newest and youngest of all 
the sciences," Lewis Thomas reminds us, 
"bobs along in the wake of biology, indeed 
not yet sure that it is all that much a science, 
but certain that if there is to be a scientific 
future for medicine it can come only through 
basic biomedical research." 

Associate Dean, Curriculum Affairs 

What was the curriculum like 20 years 
AGO? It was 1968, and we were just about to 
introduce organ system teaching and 
increased electivity in the third and fourth 
years. These were introduced and have 

persisted, and are thriving. So my prediction 
for 2000, less than 20 years hence, is that the 
structure of medical education will persist. 
Students will still be learning the basic 
sciences of medicine as a prelude to firsthand 
clinical experiences in a variety of clinical 
settings. There will be no substitute for first
rate clinical experiences in well-supervised 
settings where excellent medical care is being 
given. 

In the formal instructional setting, there 
will likely be new emphasis on ways of 
collecting and viewing information. Lectures 
will be less used to transmit information and 
more to stimulate listeners with interactive 
presentations in classes. 

The year 2000 will undoubtedly see new 
topical emphasis in the curriculum -
preventive medicine has a long way to go 
from our present vantage point. Physicians 
will need to be better prepared to assist their 
patients by counseling on preventive 
medicine strategies- nutrition, smoking, 
and counseling of all kinds including 
strategies on care of the elderly. We will see 
the doctor better prepared for the time
honored role of teacher, as the element of 
personal care is increasingly emphasized. 

Associate Dean, Admissions and Student 
Affairs 

The beginning of the 21st century will be 
upon us in slightly more than a decade. As 
one who has never made money at horse 
races by predicting the future, it seems highly 
presumptuous on my part to make 
predictions about what may occur in the 
future. Nonetheless, I predict that medicine 
will still be a favored career among the bright 
and intelligent people at the turn of the 
century. 

Notwithstanding the nay sayers who say 
that "things are not like they used to be" and 
try to dissuade people from going into 
medicine, I would retort that "things never 
have been what they used to be!" There will 
always be a significant number of highly 
motivated young people who wish to serve 
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''AS WE APPROACH THE 21ST CENTURY, THE NEED WILL BE GREATER THAN EVER FOR 
NEW, LIFE-GIVING DISCOVERIES IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE, FOR RESEARCH BY 

PERCEPTIVE, DEDICATED MEDICAL SCIENTISTS, AND FOR PERSONALIZED HEALTH 
CARE BY TALENTED, COMPASSIONATE, AND WISE PHYSICIANS." 

others. Medicine will fill this niche 
particularly since it encompasses such a wide 
area from the ultra-sophisticated researcher 
on some arcane subject to the well-rounded 
family practitioner in a small rural 
community. 

I predict a class size of approximately 150 
of which about half will be women. The 
minority representation will closely 
approximate the number of minorities in our 
state, as increasingly large numbers of 
previously underrepresented people obtain 
higher education. 

There may well be greater geographic 
diversity seen in the class as students from 
elsewhere in the country come to recognize 
the particular advantages of medical 
education at the University of Minnesota. 

In view of the fact that there will be a 
number of medical schools throughout the 
United States which will likely close and, 
moreover, since overall class sizes for most 
medical schools will be reduced, the job of 
admissions committees will continue to be 
the selection of the best and the brightest 
among a number of highly qualified 
applicants. By the turn of the century, as a 
result of the increasing number of students 
entering colleges, there will be more young 
people eligible for entry into medical school 
and, I predict, there will also be a continuing 
increase in the number of older applicants 
who select medicine as a career after a first 
career in another area. 

J 
Associate Dean, Medical Research 

The mission of the Medical School in the 
next 10 years will be overwhelming. It must 
educate the physicians of tomorrow with a 
constantly updated curriculum when the 
avalanche of new knowledge is doubling 
every five years. The medical staff and 
University Hospital must provide the highest 
standard of excellence in health care delivery 
comparable to any private hospital or 
institution. Yet, limits placed on duration of 
hospitalization and compensation for 
indirect services will steadily reduce the 
access of medical students, interns, residents, 

and fellows to the patient population critical 
for their development as physicians, 
specialists, and scientists. 

Not least is the awesome responsibility for 
developing the new ideas which will serve as 
a basis for medical practice tomorrow. There 
are more scientists working in health care 
related fields today than were collectively 
involved throughout history. As a result, new 
discoveries are unearthed every day. There is 
precious little time to evaluate their 
importance before the next advance appears 
on the horizon. That pace will continue, and, 
in fact, accelerate during the coming decade. 
Dealing efficiently with the massive 
kaleidoscope of information is and will 
continue to be a major problem for the 
foreseeable future. 

The directions to be taken by medical 
research will be as diverse as the problems to 
be solved and the investigators working on 
them. Technology and techniques have 
provided the vehicles for advancement in the 
past four decades, and will continue to do so 
in the next. Anatomy has given rise to cell 
biology and biology to biochemistry. 
Without departing from the scene, cell 
biology and biochemistry have spawned 
molecular biology which in turn has inspired 
molecular genetics and molecular 
pharmacology. These new sciences have 
provided unique probes for detecting disease 
and identifying their pathogenesis at the level 
of individual genes and sites on 
chromosomes. Results of such studies have 
stirred interest in characterizing the entire 
human genome which will be achieved in the 
next decade. 

A major breakthrough may come in the 
neurosciences. Basic methods capable of 
investigating the nervous system, just as we 
do other tissues and organs of the body, have 
become available only in recent years. Their 
application will have a tremendous impact 
on understanding demyelinating and 
degenerative diseases of the brain and spinal 
cord, as well as the outcome of acute injury 
to the nervous system. 

Nutritional research is also rising from a 
long siesta to a new place in the hierarchy of 
science. The role of nutrition in the cause of 
disease is being appreciated more every day. 
The possibility of using basic research in 
nutrition to prevent bowel cancer, 
arteriosclerosis, and high blood pressure will 
be explored in detail in the next 10 years. 

There are problems, however, which may 
restrict the rate of development of new 
science. Medical schools are being affected 
by a decrease in the demand for new 

physicians and a fall in the number of 
applicants for admission. Ultimately, this 
may reduce the supply of new investigators 
entering medical research. The physician 
scientist is essential for translation of new 
scientific discoveries to the patient bedside. 

The reduction in manpower available for 
research careers will be further 
compromised by availability of research 
funds. Martin Sabo, our member of 
Congress from the 5th District in Minnesota, 
pointed out in his Washington Report of 
June, 1988, that 63 percent of all federal 
research and development dollars go for 
defense projects. Only 12 percent of the 
dollars support the research programs 
administered by Health and Human 
Services. This has caused stabilization of 
research funding at inadequate levels 
resulting in downward negotiation of 
previously approved awards and increased 
competition for the dollars available. The 
difficulties encountered are discouraging 
young scientists. Rather than face an uphill 
battle for meager research support from 
governmental sources, they choose the more 
lucrative and very valid alternative of going 
into practice. This is a fine choice for young 
physicians, but the "brain drain" may have 
serious consequences on our research efforts 
for decades to come. As Mr. Sabo said in his 
newsletter: ·~failure to remain on the 
cutting edge of science will have long-term 
ramifications." 

As an alternative to government sources of 
funding, a strong effort is underway to foster 
relationships between faculty of the Medical 
School and private industry. A grant to carry 
out an investigation for a private company 
may well make the difference as to whether a 
young physician remains at the University or 
departs to private practice. The Board of 
Regents and the Medical School have 
strongly favored development of this 
mechanism for sustaining faculty research. 

However, the marriage between the 
Medical School staff and industry is not 
without problems. The research supported 
by companies is often sharply focused on 
products having a commercial value. This 
may benefit the company and individual 
investigator, but seldom has the long-term 
effect of fostering new science for the next 
generation. Our Medical School will have to 
maintain a balance between the targeted 
research funded by industry and basic 
research supported by state and federal 
governments and private philanthrophic 
organizations. The next 10 years will be 
critical. 
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ALUMNI 

Dear Colleagues: 
I am pleased to address you as your new University of 

Minnesota Medical Alumni Society (MAS) president. I have been 
active in the Alumni Society for several years, and am familiar 
with the services it provides and the benefits enjoyed by alumni 
members. This past year, under the leadership of Nadine Smith, 
M.D., '52, was highly successful and puts MAS in a strong 
position going into our School's centennial year. 

Class reunions, seminars, student/alumni programs and other 
events continue to be the core of MAS-sponsored activities. In 
addition, special activities are planned to commemorate the 
Medical School's loath anniversary. Lectures by syndicated 
columnist Ellen Goodman and Surgeon General C. Everett Koop, 
as well as departmental open houses and poster displays are 
planned throughout the year. Capping it off are the annual 
reunion events planned for the weekend of June 2-3. The classes 
of 1939, 1949, 1959, 1964, 1969, and 1979 and the Half Century 
Club will be celebrating this year. 

Just completed is the Centennial Edition of the University of 
Minnesota Medical School Alumni Directory. Compiled only for 
alumni, the directory will be made available through the annual 
Alumni Phonathon next month. I encourage you to get one when 
you are called and to use it to renew personal and professional 
relationships with your fellow Medical School alumni. 

Once again, I look forward to serving and working with you 
during the coming year. A centennial celebration comes only once 
and I invite you to join in the many activities which are planned. 
Questions, suggestions, or comments can be directed to: Medical 
Alumni Society, Minnesota Medical Foundation, Box 193 UMHC, 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55455. 

Sincerely, 

Frank G. Lushine, M.D., '71 
President 
Medical Alumni Society 

P.S. If you are not yet a member of the Medical Alumni Society, or 
are ready to renew your membership, ask the Alumni Phonathon 
student caller about MAS membership opportunities. 

-



Alumni Profile 

ar Herman E. "Tiny" Drill, M.D. 

( 111!.. M.B. 1928, M.D. 1929 

S General Practice 

llo Hopkins, Minnesota 

Wife, Violet (deceased 1988}, 
married 60 years; sons, Frederick 
(orthopaedic surgeon}, Minneapolis; David 
(internist), Billings, Montana; daughter; 
Hermine, Evergreen, Colorado. 

Battle Lake, Minnesota, 
1930-1931, and Hopkins Medical Clinic, 
Hopkins, Minnesota, 1931-1988 (retired); 
Chief of Staff, Abbott Hospital, Minneapolis, 
1963-1964; City Health Officer, Hopkins, 
Minnesota, 1955-1979. 

Family practice and volunteering. 
Current Volunteer Positions: Chairperson, 
Centennial Scholarship Fund Committee; 
Chairperson, Minnesota Medical Alumni 
Society Half Century Oub. Past Volunteer 
Positions: President, Minnesota Medical 
Alumni Association; Board of Trustees, 
Minnesota Medical Foundation; President, 
Hennepin County Academy of General 

Practice; President, Minnesota Academy of 
General Practice; President, Hennepin 
County Medical Society; Chairman, Board 
of Directors, Hennepin County Medical 
Society; President, Minnesota Medical 
Foundation; Committee on Scientific 
Assembly, American Academy of General 
Practice; Delegate to the AAGP Congress of 
Delegates; Board of Directors, American 
Academy of General Practice; Chairman, 
Commission on Environmental Medicine; 
Vice President and Chairman, Board of 
American Academy of Physicians; President, 
Minnesota Nursing Home Directors. 

Harold S. Diehl Award; 
St. Barnabas Bowl Award; Outstanding 
Achievement Award, University of 
Minnesota; Herman E. Drill Family Practice 
Teacherofthe Year Award, Methodist 
Hospital and University of Minnesota 
Family Practice Residence Program, given 
each year in honor of Dr. Drill. 

Medical Practice: How poor 
everyone was during the Depression. "In my 
first month of practice in Hopkins, I took in 
$12." Medical School: Favorite professor: Dr. 

Arthur D. Hirschfelder, Department of 
Pharmacology. "He was inspiring and a very 
good teacher." Also, WA. "Bill" O'Brien, 
M.D. MMF "In 1938 Erling Platou and 
Owen Wangensteen recognized the need for 
private funds to help support scholarships 
and research at the Medical School. The 
Minnesota Medical Foundation was thus 
formed. However, due to World War II, 
MMF remained relatively dormant for 
several years. In 1946, Owen Wangensteen 
called Cy Hanson and myself together for 
lunch and along with Robert Provost asked 
us to help re-organize MMF. And in 1959, 
Bob Provost and I hired Eivind Hoff as the 
first MMF executive director." Other: Playing 
football for Carleton and the University of 
Minnesota; other friendships with so many 
of the men and women who helped build 
Minnesota's medical program. 

"The best doctors and specialists are 
those that are motivated. Medicine is like the 
ministry or the priesthood. It is one of the 
most demanding professions on Earth. To be 
successful, you have to want to do it." 



Goals for Annual Fund/ Alumni Membership Drives: 
$200,000/2,100 Members 

This year the Medical SchooljMMF 
annual fund solicitation and the Minnesota 
Alumni Association's membership 
solicitation will be combined - marking a 
"first" for the University. "Pure and simple, 
we're trying to reduce the number of times 
we call medical alumni and ask them for 
fmancial support," states Robert Burgett, 
director of Annual Giving and Alumni 
Relations. Frank Lushine, president of the 
Medical Alumni Society, adds, '?\nd 
although we appreciate the opportunity to 
talk with alumni and update them on the 
Medical Schools, we know they are 
extremely busy people. A combined 
solicitation makes better use of their time 
and is more economical for us, too." 

A Lasting Tribute 
Memorial and honor gifts have always 

been a popular way of supporting the 
Minnesota Medical Foundation. Last year 
over 2,000 individuals designated their 
donations in memory or in honor of 
someone special. 

In response to this demand, the 
Minnesota Medical Foundation has 
established the Caring Fund during this, the 
centennial anniversary of the Medical 
School. Unrestricted memorial and honor 
gifts will now be added to the Caring Fund 
and used to meet the goals set forth for the 
Medical School's second century of service. 

The reason memorial and honor gift
giving is popular is clear. Charitable donors 
are thoughtful people. When a friend or 
loved one passes away, such individuals seek 
an appropriate way to pay tribute to that 
person's memory. Or when a special friend, 
doctor, teacher, or joyful occasion comes to 

The goal for the 1988-89 Alumni Annual 
Fund is to top $200,000, says Burgett. Last 
year more than $173,000 was raised through 
the phonathon and direct mail campaigns. 
The Alumni Association/Medical Alumni 
Society counted just over 2,000 members in 
1987-88. This year's goal is to reach 2,100 
members. 

A popular and long-standing tradition, the 
Fall Phonathon is scheduled for the last two 
weeks of October. Last year over 2,100 
alumni made gifts in support of the Medical 
Schools through the phonathon. A primary 
source of unrestricted monies, the Alumni 
Annual Fund helps support student financial 
aid programs, start-up research grants, and 
other special needs of the Medical Schools. 

Membership in the Minnesota Alumni 
Association triggers automatic inclusion in 
the Medical Alumni Society for medical 
alumni. Benefits include a subscription to 
Minnesota magazine and special discounts 
for alumni and University events and 
activities. 

Student callers will also provide 
information about the Centennial Edition of 
the Medical School Alumni Directory. 

mind, these people want to express 
appreciation. The memorial and honor gift 
program allows them to do so in a 
meaningful way. 

As with all gifts to the Minnesota Medical 
Foundation, memorial and honor gifts 
support vital medical education and 
research at the University of Minnesota 
Medical Schools. In many cases, this medical 
research focuses on the very diseases which 
have claimed the lives of those dear to us. In 
all cases, gifts to MMF help build the future 
of quality health care in the Upper Midwest 
and contribute to the advancement of 
medical knowledge which benefits people 
everywhere. Memorial and honor gifts thus 
become a lasting tribute to the person 
honored. 

To make a memorial or honor gift, donors 
simply include with their donation a not~ 
stating in whose memory or honor the gift is 

Celebrating the Medical School's tOOth 
anniversary, the directory will put alumni in 
touch with classmates and colleagues. 

The Medical Alumni Board, the Medical 
Schools, the Minnesota Medical Foundation, 
and the Minnesota Alumni Association are 
all endorsing the combined campaign as a 
positive move toward better communicatio 
with alumni. "Our alumni have been very 
supportive of the Medical Schools over the 
years, most recently through the Minnesota 
Campaign," says Burgett. "We are confiden1 
they will continue that support during this 
historical year." 

being made. If the name and address of a 
surviving family member (or the person 
being honored) is also included, MMF will 
gladly send a card notifying that person of 
the donor's thoughtfulness. The gift amount 
is not disclosed. 

For many people, memorial and honor 
gifts are a first introduction to MME Once 
aware of the important work which MMF 
supports, these people often become regular 
MMF supporters, taking a vested interest in 
the future of medicine. Their ongoing 
support becomes a further tribute to the 
person who inspired the initial gift. 

The Minnesota Medical Foundation 
appreciates the support of all memorial and 
honor gift donors. Judging from the cards 
and letters received from persons honored 
and families of those memorialized, others 
also appreciate this thoughtfulness. 



Centennial Scholarship Fund Announced 
In observance of its lOOth 

anniversary, the Medical School 
announces the establishment of the 
Centennial Scholarship Fund. 
Administered by the Minnesota 
Medical Foundation and endorsed by 
the Medical Alumni Society, the fund 
goal is $10 million, with $2.2 million 
already raised. Dr. Herman E. "Tiny" 
Drill, '28, is chairperson. 

Studies show that in order to attract 
high-ability medical students, strong 
scholarship support is essential. In the 
past, low-cost government loans 
combined with Medical School and 
MMF assistance provided enough 
financial aid for most students. 
However, with government support of 
loan and scholarship programs 
decreasing and medical school costs 
rising, medical students are forced to 
rely more and more on traditional, 
high-cost, loan sources. Consequently, 
some students no longer see medicine 
as a viable career choice, while those 
who do complete their training 
graduate with large debts. (The 
average indebtedness of Minnesota 
Medical School graduates in 1987-88 
was $35,372.) 

It has long been the goal at 

Minnesota not to let the cost of 
medical education prevent any 
promising student from pursuing a 
career in medicine. The University of 
Minnesota has produced some of the 
country's top researchers and 
practitioners, and to allow financial 
conditions to keep a gifted student 
from pursuing a career in medicine is 
considered unthinkable. The gap that 
has developed between the cost of 
medical education and the ability to 
pay for it must be filled with 
scholarship support if Minnesota is to 
continue attracting high-ability 
students. 

The Centennial Scholarship Fund 
offers alumni and friends an 
opportunity to help ensure that high
ability students- no matter what 
their financial resources - will be 
able to pursue a career in medicine at 
Minnesota. The Minnesota Medical 
Foundation, created in 1939 to help 
raise scholarship support, is 
dedicating itself to that mission and 
will carry out the fundraising 
campaign. Many different forms of 
assistance, including cash, planned 
and deferred gifts, and a new "adopt a 
student" program are available. 

For further details on how you can support the Centennial Scholarship Fund, 
contact: 

Robert Burgett or Lowell Weber at 
MMF, Box 193 UMHC, 
University of Minnesota, 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455, 
(612) 625-1440. 

Publishing Information: The University of 
Minnesota Medical Bulletin is published 
quarterly by the Minnesota Medical Foundation 
on behalf of the University of Minnesota Medical 
Schools (Minneapolis and Duluth), Minnesota 
Medical Alumni Society, and the Minnesota 
Medical Foundation. Statements and opinions 
published herein are exclusively those of the 
authors themselves. There is no subscription fee. 
No advertising is accepted. Publication is made 
possible by contributions to the Minnesota 
Medical Foundation. 

Publication Office: Minnesota Medical 
Foundation, Box 193 UMHC, University of 

Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455. 
Phone (612) 625-1440. 

Change of Address: Please enclose old and new 
address and mail to: The Minnesota Medical 
Foundation, Box 193 UMHC, University of 
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55455. 

Board of Trustees: Paul G. Quie, M.D., 
President; Nadine G. Smith, M.D. , Vice 
President; George D. McClintock, Secretary; 
Roger E. Larson, Treasurer; Anthony Bechik, 
David M. Brown, M.D., Sandra K. Butler, H. 
Mead Caver!, M.D., John B. Coleman, M.D., 
William E. Coyne, Ph.D., RonaldJ . DeSellier, 
Frazier Eales, M.D., Beth H. Erickson, Phyllis B. 

Mark Your 
Calendars! 

You are invited to 
The Minnesota 

Medical Foundation's 
50th Annual Dinner Meeting 

on the evening of 

Wednesday, November 2, 1988 

at the 

Radisson University Hotel 
615 Washington Avenue Southeast 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Featured Speaker: 
Elmer L. Andersen 

Former Minnesota Governor 
and University Regent 

6:00 p.m. Reception 
7:00p.m. Dinner and Program 

Donor Recognition 
Awards Presentation 
Election of Trustees 
Action on Restated 

Articles of Incorporation 
and Bylaws 
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France, N.L. Gault Jr. , M.D. , Erwin L. Goldfine, 
Bobby I. Griffin, David W Hamilton, Ph.D., 
Terrance Hanold, Clayton Kaufman, David M. 
Lebedoff, Malcolm A. McCannel, M.D., Donald 
W McCarthy, Rudolph W Miller, Charles E 
Moldow, M.D. , William A. O'Brien, M.D., 
Frederick M. Owens Jr., M.D., Carl R. Pohlad, 
James W Reagan, Richard J. Sauer, Ph.D., 
Raymond W Scallen, M.D., Steven Sjoblad, 
James R. Spicola, Neal A. Vanselow, M.D. , John 
M. Warder. 

Staff: Editor, Jean Murray; Public Relations 
Coordinator, Elaine M. Cunningham; Executive 
Director, David R. Teslow. 




